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1. Introduction. In this paper a multiplicative object analogous to transfer

is defined and its properties discussed. The original motivation for defining such

an object was to give relatively precise information about nontriviality for re-

striction and related questions as discussed by Swan [7] and the author [4, §7].

In addition we find ourselves led to interesting formulas relating this object to

the Chern classes of representations as defined by Atiyah [1] and others. This

relation will be the subject of a future paper.

2. Wreath products and the monomial representation. Let G be a group and H

a subgroup of finite index /. Then there is a natural construction (going back to

Frobenius) whereby G may be imbedded in the wreath product of the symmetric

group y i with H. This is described below.

We shall use the notation of Hall [5, §5.9] concerning wreath products except

that for us permutations will compose as functions and act on the left. Thus

if S¡ is a permutation group on the set L¡ = {1,2, •••,Z¡} (i = 1,2), then S, J S2

is the group of permutations 0 on L, x L2 satisfying

9iU j) = (pi, -cj)

where

oeS„ T¡eS2 (i = 1,2, ■■•J,).

Also,    ordering   L, x L2     lexicographically,    we    may    identify    it    with

L= {1,2,•••,/1/2} so that Sx J S2 may be viewed as a subgroup of íflíXl.

If S is a permutation group of degree / and H is an abstract group then we

have S J" H, a permutation group on L x H where H acts on itself by left trans-

lation. In fact S J* H is the semi-direct product of S with Hl subject to

n~1ai xo2x ■•• x <r,n = ff«(1) x a„w x ••• x a„U)

for ne S and oteH.
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Let t1(t2, "-.t, be a left transversal of H in G. For p e G we have

for uniquely determined n e £fh ot e H.

Define

$(p) = n ■ ox x a2 x ■•• x a,.

Then O : G -> y, f fl is a monomorphism.

If tí,t2, •••,!,' is another transversal,

T¡  =  xx(i)ßl

where ae^, and fte//. Letting

(1) p = a- ßx x ß2x ■•■ x ß,

we see that O' defined from the second transversal is related to <I> by

O' = C„o0>.

(Here CM(y) = /i"V for peSTl J //.)

3.   The monomial module. Let A be a left //-module; we construct a corres-

ponding y¡ f //-module as follows. Set

A1 = A ®ZA ®z ■■■ ®SA  (I times)

and define the operation of £ft J H on this group by the formulas

(ffj x a2 x ••• x a¡)(ax ® ••• ®a() = o"^! ®a2a2 ®---® afii,

n(ax®a2®-- ®a¡) = an-l(l) ®ax-H2) ®••• ®a,-i,„,

for er,e// and neSf,,. More generally if C is an //-complex in the sense of [3],

then by introducing the appropriate sign c' is made an £fl J //-complex. (See

[4, §5, p. 231].)
Suppose now that G is a group containing H as a subgroup of finite index I.

By means of the injection O we may view A1 as a G-module which we call the

monomial G-module induced from the H-module A and denote by JtH-+G(A).

Naturally this definition depends on the choice of coset representatives. If

x'x,t2,• ••,x[ is another transversal, it yields another injection <P' and another

structure JC of G-module on A1. Then in fact the action of the element p (for-

mula (1)) on A1 yields a mapping

p\JC -> Jt

which is an isomorphism of G-modules.

As an example let A = Z © B where B is an //-module. Then

■^h-+g(a) = ^o © ^i ® — ®>#i

where Ma ^Z, Jt\ ^ Z(G) ®HB (the induced module), and Jíl'^JÍH^G(B).
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4. The norm map. Preliminaries on wreath products. In this section we outline

the properties of a special case of the wreath product of cohomology classes

which has been defined generally by Nakaoka.

Suppose first that C is a cochain complex (i.e., a complex involving only non-

negative degrees). As in §3 make C' an ^,-compIex.

Let S be a subgroup of S?l and let W be an S-projective resolution of Z. We

wish to study the double complex D = Horns(W,Cl) (2). The homology of D

(and also its other invariants [3, Chapter XV, §6]) is independent of the particular

projective resolution W chosen. Also if F:C-*C is a map of complexes of

degree zero then F induces

Homs(l, Fl) : Uoms(W, Cl) -* Homs(l^, C" ),

a map of double complexes. By a lemma of Steenrod [6, Lemma 3.2], homo-

topic maps of C into C induce homotopic (but not bi-homotopic) maps of the

corresponding (double) complexes. Thus the homology of Homs(W, C') depends

only on the homotopy type of the complex C.

Following Borel and Hirzebruch [2], denote by H**(C) the direct product of

the groups Hn(C). (Then if C is also a differential graded ring, H**(C) has a

a resulting ring structure.)

Consider in particular the complex Z[T] (Tan indeterminate) where the grading

is by degree and the differentiation is trivial. Then C ' may be identified with the

polynomial ring Z\TU T2, •••, T,] on which Sr°l acts by permuting the variables

and multiplying by the appropriate sign. (Let Tt — T® 1 ® •■■ ® 1, etc.). Write

D0 = Homs(W, Z[TX, T2,-,TJ).

H*(D0)^H*(S, ZCTl-.TJ)

H**(D0) S H**(S, Z[[7i,T2,».,lî]]).

(Here we use the fact that Wmay be chosen so that each Wp is finitely generated.)

Now suppose <xeH**(C) = \~\„^oH2n(C). (Generally we shall write such ele-

ments as infinite series a = a0 + oq + ••• + a„ + ••■ with aneH2n(C).) Let

a = a0 + ax + ••• + a„ + ■■■ be a cocycle representing a. Then we may define a

map

F : Z[T] -» C

of complexes such that F(T2n) = a„, F(T2"+1) = 0, and

F**(l/(1-T2)) = a.

Moreover, if a' also represents a and F' is defined for a', then F and F' are

homotopic. Let

(2) Following [3], Horn (X, Y) = ZPj, Ylora{Xp, Yq) with the obvious differentiations.

Then

and
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Y=YliW-T2)).
¡ = i

y is an element of Z\J_T„ ■■■, 7]]] s which is naturally isomorphic to

H°iS, Z\_\T„-,T^-\).

Define ls J oe in HÎ*(Homs(W,C1)) by the formula

lsf a = Homs(l,F')**(Y).

In view of the above remarks, this object is well defined, it does not depend

on a, F, or even W.

We now summarize certain properties of the operation of forming 1 J a which

will be useful below.

1. Let S' < S and suppose G:C^C' is a map of complexes. Then there

an induced map

G**:H**(Homs(W,C')) -+ H**(Homs,(W,C'1)).

(In fact, we could replace W by any S'-projective resolution of Z in the second

term.) Then

G**(1SJ a) = ls. I G**(o0-

2. Let S, < 6r°h, S2 < Sfl2 and let W, and W2 be corresponding projective

resolutions of Z. As in [4, §5, p. 231], W, ® W22 = Wis an S,$ S2 = S-projective

resolution of Z. In the obvious way define the homomorphism (of functors) (3).

s/:HomSi(W„}iomS2(W2,Cl2)h)^}iomSlSs2(W,Chl2).

(Here S, J S2 is embedded in S?,ih as in §1.) Now for aeH**(C), lSl J (1S2 J a)

makes sense as an element of the homology of the left-hand side and

^**(lSlf(lSJ«)) =  Isjsj«-

3. Let S, and S2 be as above and let I = l, + l2. Then S, x S2 may be im-

bedded in if, by letting S, act on the first I, symbols and S2 on the remaining

l2 symbols. Also W, ® W2 is an S, x S2-projective resolution of Z. Again con-

sider the obvious homomorphism(3)

SI : HomSl (W„ Ch) ® HomS2(lf2, Ch) -* HomSl „ Sl(W, ® W2, Cl).

Now the external product lsJax lSz J a is an element of the homology of the

left-hand side and

0**(lsJaxlsJa)= lSlxSJa.

(3) Here since C is a complex we must include a sign change in the definitions of stf and 38.
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4. Let S < yt, let W be an S-projective resolution of Z and A : W-+ W ® W

a diagonal map. Let CY and C2 be cochain complexes. Then A (and permuting

the factors of the tensor product) induces a homomorphism

Uoms*S(W®W, C[ ®C2) -» Homs(W, (d ®C2)').

(Here S x S acts on C\ ®Cl2 "componentwise" and S acts on (Ct ®C2)1 as

usual.) Combining this homomorphism with one defined as in (3) we get a ho-

momorphism

^:Homs(IF, C{)® Homs(IP, C2) - Hom^, (Ct ®C2)').

Let a¡ e H**(C¡) (i = 1, 2). Then ls f «j x ls f a2 is in the homology of the left-

hand side, oí! x a2 e//**(C! ® C2), and

^**(1SK xlsJa2) = ls fKlxa2.

If in addition CV = C2 = C and C is a differential graded ring, then using '2P,

we can make Homs(W, Cl) such a ring and

(Is Í ai) (Is Í «2) = lsi«i<X2-

5. To verify the above statements or generally to study Is J a it is convenient

to reduce things to the cochain level. Let a represent a e H**(C) as above. Let

e : W-> Z be the augmentation for the resolution W. Define the cocycle

£ J" a 6 Homs(W,  C() by

(e J a)(w) = s(w)(a ®a ® ••• ®a).

Then g f a represents ls J a.

5. The norm map. Let H be a group and suppose S < <9"j, etc., as above.

Take C = HomH(X, ,4) where X is an H-projective resolution of Z and 4 is an

ií-module. Then H**(C) = H**(H, A) and we wish to extend the definition of §4

so as to define an element ls J* a (using the same notation) in H**(S ( H, A1).

As in §4, we have the homomorphism

œ?t :Uoms(W, HomH(Z, A)1) -> Homsf H(W®Xl, A1).

Define lsf <x (for aeH**(H, A)) inithe homology of the right-hand side as

■^**(lsi «)• Since ^ is a homomorphism even of functors the definition is well

made. The facts outlined in §4 carry over as follows:

1. If (f> : H' -»• H is a homomorphism of groups, / : A-*A'a consistent homo-

morphism of H-modules we have (i : S' < S)

(ij»**(ls-fa) = ls.i<p**(x).
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2. We have an isomorphism of groups

¿i-iSil S2)i H % Slf(S2 j* H)
and

^2**(i5, J (1* f «)) = lSl ¡sJa.

3. We have an isomorphism

<%2:Si xS2S H^SiS HxS2SH

and

^2**(lSl Í «  x  l5l f «) =  ls,xs2 Í «■

4. Let //j and H2 be groups and AX,A2 corresponding modules over Hi,H2.

The diagonal monomorphism S-* S x S induces a monomorphism

&2:SS Hix H2->SS HixS¡ H2.

í?2 induces

^t*:H**iSiHtxSiH2, A\ ®A'2)^H**(S f //, x //2, (^ ®^2)')

and

•^2* (1S i«l   X   Is Í «2) = Is J «1  *  «2-

If Hx = H2 = H and ^ ® v42 -* 43 is an H pairing, then there is a correspond-

ing S J" H pairing A\ ® A\ -► A\ and using the cup product with respect to these

pairings we have

(2) lsJXu ls fia2 =  lsSccxVcc2.

In case Ax = A2 = A3 = k is an //-ring (with the product pairing), formula (2)

applies. In addition if k is commutative and H acts trivially the product mapping

k!->- k is a homomorphism of S J // rings (where S J // acts trivially on fc) and

we may use this map to carry ls J a to an element Hf*(S j" H, k). Using the

same notation for this new element, we see that formula (2) still applies (and in

fact all the above formulas).

5. If aeHom^I, ^represents a, then e ®a' e HomsrH (W®Xl, A1) repre-

sents ls J a.

Let G be a group, H a subgroup of finite index /. Let $ : G -> Sfl J // be de-

fined with respect to some transversal. For a e//**(//, A) we define

JSH-,G(a)eH*e*(G,J?H_G(A)) by

■^g(«) = ***(W«).

Notice that «Sf may be replaced by the transitive subgroup S which is the image

of the composite homomorphism
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(This is the subgroup of permutations of the coset space G/H produced by the

action of G.)

If $' : G -» £?[ j" H is defined with respect to another transversal and ¿V'H-+G

is defined by <P', then

^H-.o(a) = /'**^-*o(a)-

Thus jVH_>G(a) is essentially well defined.

If fc is a commutative ring on which G acts, then J^H^G(k) becomes a G-ring

(treating fc as an H-ring), and \¡i :^ä H_G(k) -* k defined by

i/Kflj ®a2 ® ••• ®a¡) = x1a1 • x2a2.x¡a¡

(where x1,---,xl is the same transversal as that in the definition of JtH^G(k)) is

a homomorphism of G-rings.

Given <xeHl*(H, fc), define ./f^_G(a)e/Z**(G, fc) as \¡/** jVH_G(a) (again using

the same notation). With coefficients in k there is no ambiguity in the module

and no ambiguity in the definition of •ArH^,G.

Remark. Notice the fact that since the group G is smaller than y, f H, it

is possible to drop the restriction of trivial action required in the more general

situation.

6. Formal properties. In what follows it will be possible to interpret the

formal rules in different contexts depending on whether the module is general

or a commutative ring on which the group G acts. The contention always will

be that the formula in question is valid in all such contexts.

Since the module JiH^G(A) is not well defined except up to isomorphism

there will be some ambiguity for the general situation. We shall ignore this am-

biguity and write "= " where there is only a canonical isomorphism derived from

an element p as in §§2 and 3. We can always insure true equality by choosing

transversals consistently.

Finally we assume always that a e H**(H, A), etc.

1. Transitivity. Let G > K> H where H is of finite index /. Let /t = (G : K),

l2 =(K:H) so that l = ltl2. Let x[,x2,---,x'li be a transversal of K in G,

x[,x2,■■■,xl"2 a transversal of H in K. Then the elements t/t" (ordered lexico-

graphically) give a transversal of H in G. Let A be a H-module. Then

Jt^G(A) = Jtk^g(^'h->M)).

Proposition 1.   Let G > K > H be as above.

^->G(a) = jrK^G(jrH^K(a)).

Proof. Let «J^ : G -► £fu J K, ®2:K^> ¿f,J H, <S:G^^;fH be defined

with respect to the above transversals. We have a commutative diagram
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$

4),

inclusion

(¿MW"

T1
li$2

J^/, * -»^iJ^lJW).

The proposition now follows by applying rules 5-1 and 5-2.

2. Double coset rule. Let G be a group and // and K subgroups of finite

index. Let G=(Jf=1KT;/7 be a decomposition of G into disjoint double cosets. Let

Kt,H = {Jl/= i PißtH be a decomposition into disjoint left cosets where

PiuPt2>'--,Pat ¡s a left transversal of rflxj1 DK in iC. (For convenience write

t,/7t;~ x = H¡.) Order the elements p,/r¡ lexicographically and define $ : G -* .5f J H

with respect to this transversal of H in G. Also define <S>¡ : K -» 5^,, J H ¡OK with

respect to the appropriate transversal. Let c, : t//t~ ' -+ // be the map zax"1 -» <r.

If ^ is an //-module, then it may be viewed as an //¡-module A¡ through c,

and as an H, O /C-module by restriction. Then as K-modules

^H^GÍA) = JtHí„K^KÍA,)®JÍH1nK~K(A2)®-  ® Ji H/¡n K^ K(A „)

where X acts diagonally on the right.

Proposition 2. Wiift notation as above,

a

resG^K^^G(a) = [] ^^x-^ra^^^c*^«:)).

Proof.    We have a commutative diagram

inclusion
sr,SH «-

G

inclusion

(•*«, x St.

Ç1

^,f//x ^J//

*srti)iH

xSÎJH

lScz xljcr

^JH^^JH2x...x^d¡Hd

/

1 J incl. x ••• x If incl.

^J^nKx-x^f^nK.
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The result follows by applying rules 5-1 and 5-3 and the definition of cup product

in the cohomology of K.

3. Automorphism property. Let <p : G' -* G be a homomorphism of groups;

let H be a subgroup of finite index / in G and let H' = (p~ (H). Suppose H' is

also of index /in G'. If A, A' are H, H' modules respectively &ndf:A->A' is

a homomorphism consistent with <p0 = <p \ H, then / induces a homomorphism

'/H^c(A) -> J(H^G.(A')

consistent with (¡>.

Proposition 3. Let <j>:G' ->G be as above with (G:H) = (G' :H') = l (where

H'=4>~1(E)). Then

<P**(^G(«))=   ^^G#o*(«)).

Proof. Let x{,x'2,---,x\ be a transversal of H' in G'; then xx = <¡>(x[), •••,

t,= <£(/,) is a transversal of H in G. Define 0>' and 3> with respect to these trans-

versals. Consider the commutative diagram

e->y,jH'

G  ->¿r-,J//.

The result follows from 5-1.

4. Multiplicative property. Let H be a subgroup of G of finite index. If

A-L ® -42 -* ^3 is a pairing of if-modules it induces a pairing of G-modules

•^h-gG4i) ®^h-g(^2)^^h-g(^3)-

Proposition 4.   With G> H as above,

jVH^G(a U /?) =   ^G(a) U jVH_G(ß).

Proof. Let $> : G -» St°l f H be defined with respect to a transversal. Since

any homomorphism of groups induces a multiplicative homomorphism of co-

homology, the result follows by applying <¡>** to the formula (2) of 5-4.

Remark 1. Since ^-,G is multiplicative it defines a homomorphism

Jf\ Ue(H)^Ue(G) from the group of units Ue(H) of the ring H**(H,Z) to the

corresponding group for G.

Remark 2(4). It is natural to investigate the quantity •/FH_G(resG_Ha) where

for example a e H2"(G, Z). If the analogy with transfer held true then this

quantity would equal a'.  In fact except in special cases this equality is false.

(4) I should like to thank R. G. Swan for pointing out the substance of this remark to me

and also for much valuable advice concerning the contents of this paper.
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For example let G = P x H where P is cyclic of prime order. Let Ö:H-> Hp be

the diagonal homomorphism; then the map <t> : G -» P J H may be chosen to be

the obvious induced homomorphism P x H -* P • Hp. Let X be an //-projective

resolution of Z and A:X-+XP a diagonal map over Ô. If it were possible to

choose A to be a P-homomorphism the questioned equality would hold. Un-

fortunately we know that this is generally not possible, and this fact is responsible

for the existence of the Steenrod operations. In fact one can convince oneself

that all the Steenrod reduced powers except u -» up would be trivial were the

equality in question to hold. (Using the properties of the Steenrod operations, we

can show that for XeH2(H, ZP), Jr(X)eH2PiP x H, ZP) is given by

1 xXp-pp~1 xX

where p generates //2(P, ZP). It is possible also to derive this formula by

means of Chern classes.)

7. Applications. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of finite index. Restrict

attention to commutative G-rings k. Notice that this is no essential restriction

since if A is a G-module, k = Z © A can be made a commutative G-ring in which

A2 = 0 in the usual way.

Theorem 1. Let G be a group, H a subgroup of finite index I and k a com-

mutative G-ring. For %eH2 (//, k) we have

^g(1 + x) = ^oix)+ ^iix) + - + A(y)

(^¡(X)eH2i(G, k)) where Jfa) = 1, J^x(x) = trH^G(X), and  Afa) = jrH^G{x).

Proof. Let O : G -» ¡?x J H be defined with respect to some transversal. If W

is an ^¡-resolution and X an //-resolution of Z, then W ® X1 is an £^t j" H

resolution and through <£> a G-projective resolution of Z. Let p : X0->Z, e:W0-*Z

be the augmentations for these resolutions. Suppose the transversal defining $

has been chosen so that xx = 1. Then

F = s®lx®p'-1 : W®X ®Xl~1->X

is a homomorphism of H-projective resolutions of Z and induces the identity

in cohomology for //.

Let n:Z->k be defined by r](l) = lk. Then p' :X0-yk defined by p' = rj op

represents leH°(H, k).Letf:X2r-*k represent %eH2r(H, fc).Then in view of

5-5 (and the definition of the map \¡i :kl-*k) Jr~(l + y) is represented by Jf(p' +/)

where

•A^igKwo ®xx ®x2 ®- ®x,) = s'(w0)(T:xg(xx))(r2g(x2)) — (zlg(xl)).

The only statement in Theorem 1 which needs more discussion is that con-

cerning transfer. ^x(x) is represented by^^f) where
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■^i(/)(wo ®xl ®x2 ®'" ®xl)

i

=     I     E'(w0)p'(xl)p'(x2)---(xif(xi))---p'(xl)
¡ = 1

Í

=    H    T./ÍT^ÍWq ®Xi ® — ®x,)),
¡ = 1

or ^(/) = trw^G/where

/(w0 ®xi ®x2 ®— ®x¡) = s'(w0)f(xi)p'(x2)---p'(x¡).

(Remember xy = 1!) However F*(f) = /so that /represents % as required.

Theorem 2.    Let G be a group, H a normal subgroup of finite index; let k be

a commutative G-ring. Then for aeH**(H, k),

ctl(a)-c„(a) — ctI(a)elm resG^H

(where %u ■■■,xl is a transversal of H in G).

Proof.   Clear from the double coset rule.

Theorem 3.    Let G be a finite group and H a subgroup of G. There is an

integer m | (G : 1) such that

res : H2\G, Z) -* H2q(H, Z)

is nontrivial for q = 0 modm.

Proof.    It is enough to prove this for H cyclic of prime order. Let x generate

H2(H, Z). By the double coset rule

à

resc_H^_G(l + x) = El    '/fHin//-./ires//^Hi.nf/(l + cz.x)
; = i

where G =\J"t=iHx,H and H¡ = xfix^ .

However,

N _ j H        t¡ 6 Normalizer oí H = N,

' \ {1}       otherwise.

Since -^i}-fl(l + 0) = 1, we can ignore all terms in the product where t, £ N.

Moreover, in N, double cosets are all single cosets. Hence

resG^H JTH^G(\ +x) = (l+ ctiX)(l + cT1x) ••• (1 + ctJ)

where m = (N :H) |(G : 1). Since the term cnx---ctmx ¥= 0, Theorem 3 follows.
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